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Abstract 

Let-7a is one of micro RNA family members and it consider as oncogene or tumor suppressor in different cancers. 

Breast cancer is one of  these cancers which is effected by let-7a levels that founded, the levels of let-7a is down-

expression in the breast tumor compare with healthy women. In this study, we determined thelet-7alevel in the 

breast tumor patients and compare with healthy women and increased the level of let-7a in the MCF-7 breast 

tumor cell line by transfection this gene which cloned with topo-vector and detected the proliferation by q RT-PCR 

for PIK3CA and AKT1.We founded that, the decrease of proliferation of breast cancer cell line compared with 

untreated control. These data reinforce the suggestions which consider that let-7a as tumor suppressor in the 

breast cancer and using as replacement therapy for breast cancer. 

Introduction 

 Micro RNAs are known asa small non-coding regions in RNA which play a critical role as regulator in the 

expression of multiple genes at the post transcription [1]. Mi RNAs have important functions and effect 

on many functional processes including proliferation, cell differentiations, migration by act as regulators 

of gene expression [2]. When a single of mi RNA is deregulated, that effect on pattern of expression for 

several hundred mi RNAs [3], which cause the transformation of the cells [4]. Mi RNAs are encoded 

within the genomes of all multicellular organisms ranging from plants to animals, which mi RNAs 

became as an essential feature for development [5], thus mi RNAs are often correlated with diseases of 

human including diabetes [6], muscular dystrophy [7] and several types of cancer [8].The information 

about miR NAs are increased continuously now hold onto information for 1917 of human precursors and 

about 2656 of mature miRNAs [9]. 

Let-7miRNA is one of these mi RNAs which observed  is reduced in multiple divergent kinds of human 

cancer [10]. The decreasing of expression for let-7 that associated with high-grade tumors, aggressive, 

and poor prognostication; therefore, the high-riseof let-7 mi RNA levels that correlated with 

prognostication and prolon gate patients survivalist [11], these studies encouraged the researchers to 

use let-7 mi RNA as replacement therapy in cancer. 
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Let-7 down-regulation promotes the proliferation of cells by activation of a variety signaling for cellular 

proliferation. Studies showed effect of let-7 as inhibitor of cell proliferation which occur transcriptional 

factors regulation, as STAT3, CBFB, GTF2I, YAP1 and ARID3A[12]. Let-7 also suppress proliferation of cells 

by regulation of Wnt signaling pathway [13]. Let-7miRNA effects on cellular proliferation rate that, 

decrease it by decreased proliferation of the cells in S phase of cell cycle [14,15].Let-7a decrease cell 

proliferation by inhibition CCR7 in the breast tumor cells [16], and also have various contributions in 

beginning and advancement of KRAS. The understanding the function of plethora mi RNAs associated 

with KRAS will grant insight for other therapeutic target as treatment[17]. Other studies showed that 

let7a inhibit the proliferation of cell by targets EZH2 and PKM2 [18]                                                                    

Materials and Methods  

RNA Extraction. The RNAs from breast cancer patients and healthy women and MCF-7 cell culture were 

extracted using GENEzolTMTri RNA Pure Kit from Gene aid, according to the instruction enclosed with the 

kit. 

Revere Transcription. The RNAs which extracted earlier were converted to c DNA by using of Hi 

                                                                                                      RON.] RT PreMix Kit from INt-RH[ TMSenScript 

Let-7a Expression level. let-7amiRNAexpression detection in breast cancer patients and normal women 

by using primers showed in table (1), depending on Liuet al. for this purpose, exception adding start 

codon for the let-7aforward primer.                                                                                                                            

Detection proliferation in Cell Culture.Let-7atransfected with MCF-7 breast tumor cell line by topo-

cloning vector, then detected proliferation of transfected MCF-7 breast tumor cell line and untreated 

control cells after 72 hours for treatment by q PCR according of the primers showed in table (1).SYBR 

green- containing PCR kit (INtRON) was used for q RT-PCR, the initial q PCR step was 10 minutes at 95ºC 

; then 40 cycles that consisted a 15 seconds denaturation step at 95ºC then1 minute at60ºC and 30 

                                                         machine.96 TMExicycler PCR reactions were run on  he qºC tseconds at 72

  

 

 

 

Table (1): Primers Sequences  

References Sequences Primers 

[19] F: ATGCGATTCAGTGAGGTAGTAGGTTGT 

R: TATGGTTGTTCTGCTCTCTGTCTC 

Let-7a 

F: ATTGGAACGATACAGAGAAGATT 

R: GGAACGCTTCACGAATTTG 

U6snRNA 

[20] F: GGTTGTCTGTCAATCGGTGACTGT PIK3CA 

STAT3= Signal transducer and activator of transcription 3, CBFB= Core-binding factor subunit beta, 

GTF2I= General transcription factor II-I, YAP1= yes-associated protein 1, ARID3A=AT-rich 

interactive domain-containing protein 3A, CCR7= C-C chemokine receptor type 7 
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R: GAACTGCAGTGCACCTTTCAAGC 

F: TTCTGCAGCTATGCGCAATGTG 

R: TGGCCAGCATACCATAGTGAGGTT 

AKT1 

][21 F: TGCACCACCAACTGCTTAGC T 

R: GGCATGGACTGTGGTCATGAG 

GAPDH 

 

Results 

The results of quantitative real-time PCR showed that let-7amiRNA were downward of regulate in breast 

       cancer samples in compare with the normal women using U6sn RNA as internal reference figure (1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The results of proliferation for transfected MCF-7 breast cancer cell line and untreated control showed 

decreased proliferation of transfected MCF-7 compared to control by using PIK3CA and AKT1, while 

GAPDH as internal reference figures (2,3).                                                                                                                
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Discussion 

elette could be a nov7a -letthat the  , meaningrs with breast tumodecrease in patientamount 7a-letThe

appear in high  7a-let], this explain agree with the present study which 22[ rbiomarker of breast tumo

level in healthy women compare with breast cancer patients, also other studies suggested the low 

amount of let-7a in breast tumor such as Mansooriet al. appeared that reduce of let-7a expression in the 

                                                 .                           breast tumoral tissue compare with the normal margin tissue 

r cause to generate tumothat  RNAs of oncogenic mi obtainor  RNAs miesssuppressive tumor Loss of the 

regulators of a  basis ofa as  considered RNAs have mi decade rear. In the and tumour development

the PI3K/AKT like , featuresEMT/CSC  participated inregulate of that domain of genes and signsbroad

we used PI3K and AKT in this study for determination the proliferation in  ]. Therefore,24[ spathway

biology evidences  rtumoand  alticeneg, compare with untreated control and 7 cell lines-transfected MCF

 r cell proliferation and survivabilitiestumo on the outcomes certainhave  PI3Kthat  give a demonstration

compare with untreated cells in transfected cell lines  dPI3K decreaseWe founded the expression of .]25[

cells decreased compare with control cell lines when this  rte of the growth of breast tumoat indicath

 7a-letof  amounthigh his finding agree with suggestion that . TAmiRN7a-letcells transfected with 

 ]26in breast cancer by inhibition of CCR7 [ growth sis decreased the cell7a -letdecrease the proliferation,

o in breast cancer by targeting Lin28. AKT1 alsinhibit cells growth  7a-letfounded that  .et alwhile Wang 

h untreated 7 cell lines compare wit-showed in the present study decreasing level in transfected MCF

in comparison with 7a -letthis is as indicator for proliferation decreasing in transfected cells with ol, contr

untreated cell line. We choose PI3KAC/AKT1 as indicator for proliferation in breast cancer because it 

cells such as metabolism, growth, proliferation angiogenesis have important role in critical activity of 

] and it is normally this pathways changed in breast cancer this is agree with the 28[ and apoptosis

findings explain that 30-40% of breast cancer patients present mutations in PIK3CA [29]. We conclude in 

this studying that let-7a mi RNA low amount in breast tumour compare with the normal women and 

when raise let-7a expression in breast cancer cells that lead to decrease of proliferation of this cancer 

cells, therefore investigate of adding studies showed other mi RNAs effects to other pathways of  breast 

and other cancers.                                                                                                                                                           
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